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Dear Clients and Business partners,  

As we are all aware the COVID-19 has already caused major impacts in Europe the last week and we 
expect to see further consequences / restrictions the next couple of days to stop the COVID-19 to 
spread.   

NTG Continent is working hard and in close contact with all partners to be up to date with guidelines 
and information to join forces in protecting our drivers and clients.  We are closely following the 
authority’s information/ guidelines and restrictions and if your company have any certain 
restrictions or guidelines for your plants / clients’ plants, please don’t hesitate to contact us.  

The last couple of days the Danish, German and Norwegian governments decided to close their 
borders for foreign nationals and sat up border controls among all borders to ensure the temporary 
restrictions are followed. Transport to/ from and throughout above mentioned countries is still 
allowed but will most likely cause delays in our traffic.  

NTG Continents operations is still fully operating but we would like to inform you about the 
following that might affect the standard operations procedure:   

- Lack of capacity  
- Longer transit times 
- Possible Delays 
- Extra costs for storing / parking goods on trailers 
- Extra costs for change of routes / positioning 

As usual  we will do our outmost to keep you informed about all delays, but we advise you to contact 
your NTG Continent contact person if you have specific questions about your cargo due to  the hectic 
situation this is causing our staff.   

If you have any extra ordinary requests or are in need for dedicated express transport your ordinary 
NTG contact person will be available for your and your clients needs.  

We are certain that good communication and mutual understanding will get us through this crucial 
time together and we thank you for your support and understanding in advance.  

Best regards  

CEO     Sören Graae  sgr@ntgcontinent.se  

Traffic managers northbound   Jonas Andersen  jan@ntgcontinent.se 

     Kristian Grön Larsen kgl@ntgcontinent.se  

Traffic managers southbound  Johannes Ljungberg jlj@ntgcontinent.se  

      Thomas Laub Kiörboe tlk@ntgcontinent.se  

 

 


